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       Rocket City Math League              2008-2009 

                       Mercury (Algebra I) Test                  Round 1 
 

Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.  All 
decimals and mixed numbers must be written as improper fractions unless otherwise specified. "o calculators, books, or other aides may be used. 

You will be allowed 45 minutes to complete the test. 

1. Aferne needs to know how many yards of fence to buy to fence in his space cow. Aferne knows that the area of 
the rectangular cow pasture is 24 square yards, and the width is equal to two yards less than the length.  How 
many yards of fence does Aferne need?                                                                                                         (1point)           

 
 

2.  Mi Ser, the emperor of Monay, spends every Saturday counting all the money in his treasury.  Today is 
Saturday, and Mi Ser has just counted three bags of kunkles, five bags of crutz, and seven bags of oogles.  If 
each bag holds ten coins, how many coins does Mi Ser have in his treasury?                                              (1point)             

 
 
 

3.  If … 
        R=3, L=FN  F=R-2, N=R-1, M=2xR, C=4M, and U=LxM, what is RCML+FUN?                                (1 point) 

 
 

4.  Slskjgoih gets paid 5 chochos for working 13 hours.  If Blsgaih gets paid the same amount per hour as Slskjgoih,                 
and works for 78 hours, how many chochos does Blsgaih get paid?                                                            (1 point) 

 
 

5. Six Zorcs, two Ners and three Kerals are better at math than three Zorcs, nine Kerals, and two Ners. If each alien 
has the same mathematical abilites of all the other aliens in its species (all Zorcs are as good as math as all other 
Zorcs), who is better at math, a Zorc or a Keral?                                                                                        (2 points) 

 
 

6.  Thennk carries American coins on his trip into space so he can sell them when he gets back.  Each coin 
increases in value by 215% of its original value after being in space.  If he carries exactly 12 coins into space and 
sells them all for a total of $1.89 after he lands back on earth, how many cents did he first bring to space?                                                                             
(2 points) 

 
 
 

7.  Zamus is surprised to find that scale on planet Grubno says she only weighs 83 pounds, with the scale rounded 
to the nearest whole number.  She knows that she weighs 97% more on planet Xizn than she does on Grubno, 
and she knows that on Earth she weighs 22% less than she does on planet Xizn. If her scale on Earth rounds to 
the nearest whole number, how many pounds will the scale read on planet Earth?                                    (2 points) 

 
 

8. Loif, the silly alien, loves to expand expressions.  The problem is he is not very good at it.  Help Loif by 
completely expanding: (3x+1)(x+4).                                                                                                           (2 points) 

 
 

9.  Loif’s brother, Pokey, likes to factor expressions, but he is worse at math than his brother! Help Pokey by 

completely factoring aaa +−
23 2                                                                                                            (3 points) 

 
 
 

10.  On the planet Zoarc, there are two warring countries, Zo and Arc.  A ship from the country Zo was leaving Arc 
after unsuccessful peace negotiations when it was hit by a missile shot from Arc.  The ship traveled exactly three 
miles east and ten miles north before it was hit.  If the missile traveled in a straight line, and was launched from 
the same place the ship left from, how many miles did it go before hitting the ship?                                 (3 points) 

 
 

11.  Commander-in-chief, Vicky-T, was sucked into a black hole before he was able to tell the version of the code 
to unlock his spaceship. The second-in-command, Octo-Ronious, knows a scrambled version of the code, 
XY32Q7B, but this will not unlock the spaceship. The code must start with a letter and must end in a number.  
How many possible combinations of the code could potentially be the correct one to unlock the spaceship? 

                                                                                                                                                                          (3 points) 

 
 
 

12.  The number of times Ernie, the spacecow, gets fed each day is equivalent to the product of the real solutions of 

the following equation: .242
=−x   How many times is Ernie fed each day?                                       (4 points) 
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